The play is a triptych of futures. The opening act takes place around the fire, a scene anthropologists such as Polly W. Wiessner tell us saw the birth and expansion of narrative as a social form. "Facial expressions-flickering with the flames-are either softened, or in the case of fear or anguish, accentuated," Wiessner writes about ritual storytelling, "Whereas time structures interactions by day because of economic exigencies, by night social interactions structure time and often continue until relationships are right" (14027). This labour of darkness and firelight, she argues, is the work of cultural transmission. Gossip becomes myth, and the universe is constructed along narrative frameworks, extending from the firelight's circle: " [W] hat larger projects are realized by firelight in a society without electronics or the printed word? How are institutions generated, regulated, and transmitted in firelit hours? How do night conversations convey the 'big picture '?" (14029) . The Outside the March production takes our immersion into this nighttime labour seriously, plunging its audience into complete darkness midway through a comical house management speech about the apocalyptic inaccessibility of cellphones for the duration of the play. From this darkness, a long pause and, then, a flashlight. The play is determinedly post-electric: the production uses no plug-in electronics for its duration.
Out of the darkness, Washburn's storytellers, casually armed to the teeth and lit flickeringly from one side, attempt to piece together their memories of a favourite Simpsons episode. The effect recalls the firelight stagings of Nova Scotian company Two Planks and a Passion, who light a nightly bonfire for a portion of each summer and stage classic tales (The Iliad, for instance) with both audience and actors sitting on circled benches, huddled close to the crackling warmth. In these performances, the centripetal force that the fire exerts on audience attention is astonishing. Actors manipulate that effect using ancient performance techniques: quietly withdrawing from the circle of benches to perform an outsider in the darkness or a visitor from afar, stepping close to stage confrontations and cast the contours of the face in stark relief. The focus is inward, on the safety of the group and the intensity of its conflicts, to the exclusion of the unknown at our backs.
So it is in Mr. Burns. After some long minutes of piecing together the episode, the crackling flames bring its tellers closer and closer into the claustrophobically intimate conversation. In the Almeida production, the audience was drawn in by the gap in the circle of light on the stage, and exiled by its placement in the pitch-black theatre. Suddenly, a man appeared in the inky edges of the fire-and flashlight, and everyone jumped for their gun. (In Toronto, there was no similar effect of exile, as the stranger, Gibson, appeared in a flashlit spotlight through the projectionist's window at the top of the auditorium. The spectators were included in the flickering circle, the immersion of the audience produced by the dispersion of the actors throughout the space.) The lull of a story, collectively told, was seductive, narcotic, vulnerable. Dangerous. The shock of the appearance, the stranger, produced panic, a change of tone that ramped the pulse up in both storytellers and audience. We've been trained, generically, by the rhythms and emblems of The Walking Dead (as much as by Hamlet), but the only zombies or ghosts here were cultural, texts that outlived the beating heart of their electrical medium and lurched unsteadily through the conversations of survivors.
Over the course of three acts, this single episode from The Simpsons, recounted around the campfire by the apocalyptic wanderers, reproduces itself in a variety of ways, forming a cultural matrix within which the post-electric society could imagine itself. Truth becomes an act of memorial triangulation rather than an exact transmission, a negotiation through interpretation and performance. The failure of the grid sparks a cascade of technological extinction and, with the death of these technologies, a fundamental shift in what Walter Benjamin calls the aura of the work of art. When technologies of transmission pass into obscurity, with them pass concepts of realism and exactness in reproduction, making way instead for a post-electric truth of collective narrative memory, suffused with ritual aura-"the authority of the object," in Benjamin's phrase, "that which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction" (221).
Washburn identifies these threads of narrative beyond technology, of ritual theatre and memorial resurrection, as the heart of the play's origin story. She was working with The Civilians, whose "investigative theatre" operates at the paradoxical, minute centre of the Venn diagram of documentary, verbatim, and improv theatre, rehearsing the bones of a devised piece in, evocatively enough, a defunct bank vault. She and Artistic Director Steve Cosson, as she tells it, "tasked [the actors] with remembering Simpsons episodes, and the dialogue around the remembering of the episode in the first act (and the small section of the episode rehearsed in the second act) is largely verbatim from those sessions" (Mr. Burns 8). In the rehearsal room, verbatim quotation blends into improvisation, a paradoxical tension emerging between text and spontaneous performance (the living mingled with the fixed) that is the very essence of rehearsal. There in the bank vault, in the remains of an economy of saving, hoarding, preserving, they came to grips with memory and collective knowledge. In other words, they encountered the way culture can transcend both its form and its original, becoming a free-flowing social ritual we theatrically re-enact to assert the bonds of mutual knowledge and nostalgia. There in the bank vault, the economy of preservation transforms into a bardic economy, an economy of perpetuation through narrative. Washburn's concern is thus the way intertextual weaving and viral reproduction-starting with The Simpsons's own mé-lange of borrowings from sources as distant as classic cinema and Victorian musicals-serve a society, preserving a text and the history it carries even through the process of mutation.
So this opening scene is drawn almost verbatim from the originary 'truth' of The Civilians's improvised rehearsals, filtered through layers of subsequent practice and multiple productions, the actors who originated these approximations of the episodes long ago replaced by new casts in London and Toronto. "I wanted to take a pop culture narrative and see what it meant, and how it changed, after the fall of Civilization," Washburn says in an essay for the New York premiere at Playwrights Horizons, "I knew I wanted to start with an act of recollection, with a group of survivors trying to piece together a TV episode. And to do that, I wanted to work with a group of actors; remembering is complicated; I could make remembering up, but it would never be as rich and complex as the real thing" ("Anne"). A fictionalization of the act of remembering can never be as richly imprecise as the "real thing" of misremembering. The value of a documentary theatrical practice for developing a fictional drama is, unexpectedly, its imprecision and jaggedness; memory, Washburn argues, is inexact, creative, and meaningfully fragmentary in a way that neither poetic mimesis nor technological reproduction can fake.
In the first act of the triptych, culture resurrects itself through the most direct interpersonal contact: storytelling. These survivors of the blackout seize on their collective retelling of The Simpsons as a bardic solace for a fractured society. They happen on season 5's "Cape Feare," already two decades old when the play was written, in which Sideshow Bob escapes from prison and pursues Bart and his family into witness protection. Putting this single episode back together is not only an exercise in nostalgia, a touchstone for lost comforts. It is also a way for Washburn's survivors to re-assert the real through shared memory: If we all remember this, and affirm each other's knowledge, then that recitation is an emblem of cultural and social survival. But more than this: we remember more completely and more accurately together than individually-this is an apocalyptic wiki archive. Memory and culture are quilts and
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Why The Simpsons as the particular structure within which the post-apocalyptic society can imagine, orient, and rebuild itself? It is from pop culture that this matrix emerges, because this is the truly pervasive cultural canon, not what everyone should know, but what everyone does know. This aspect of the play produced most of the polarization in its reception, especially in London, where a substantial number of critics seemed troubled by the invasion of what they viewed as the lowbrow geekery of television fandom into the high art of the theatre. "It's a droll and somewhat dismaying notion that the educated East Coast survivors in Washburn's play cling not to recollections of Shakespeare or the Bible (books-apart from note-pads and maps-are conspicuously and mysteriously absent from the proceedings)-but to The Simpsons," said Paul Taylor in The Independent, adding, "If you are unfamiliar with The Simpsons, you are liable to be in the dark in more senses than one." Mark Lawson, however, unfolded the contradictions of this response in The Guardian: "Drawing on some of the most popular images and stories of our time, the dramatist is paradoxically charged with a sort of elitism by reviewers who either don't recognize or don't respect her references. So, inadvertently, the reviews are raising the question that Mr. Burns itself asks: what constitutes a common culture?"
The Simpsons, and other core texts of popular culture, is a language nearly universally spoken, even by those who haven't encountered the original text. In the group of survivors piecing the lost episode together in the first act, some are diehard Simpsons fans, some casual viewers grasping at memories. But a crucial forgotten exchange that has frustrated the group is filled in by the outsider, Gibson, who so unsettled them with his sudden appearance in the shadows. "I actually never watched an episode of The Simpsons," he admits to the group: That bit comes from an ex-girlfriend, she was a Simpsons fiend, she used to have this thing this little routine-like you'd say listen would you mind not … drumming your fingers like that and she'd say oh I'll stop drumming my fingers alright, I'll stop drumming them forever.… Completely annoying. She's the one you really need, seriously, she knows all of them, she was always quoting from them. (Mr. Burns 37, first ellipsis in original) This is the crux of it, this heartbreak. Their turn to The Simpsons is a longing for routine amid the ruins of forever. Sideshow Bob's chilling threat-"Oh I'll stay away from your son alright, I'll stay away forever"-exposes the terror of the eternal and the absent, inserting the element of threat ("I'll do it, just you wait") into an objectively comforting promise ("I'll stop stalking Bart for good"). Gibson, a stranger with the crucial insight of the messengers and outsiders of ancient tragedy, summons the ghost that is the absent ex-the hole where she's no longer, both as an ex and as a friend lost to the fall of the network, like the lists of ten loved ones each wanderer is allowed to ask Gibson about when they first meet him. "She's the one you really need," he says, by way of summoning, but in fact he has filled the role in perfect surrogation (to borrow a concept from Joseph Roach), despite never having watched The Simpsons. This last is the astonishing facet of narrative transmission. The episode simply existed in Gibson's social rituals, atomized in the air, infecting him second-hand through the vectors of conversation and habit. As a play, Mr. Burns assumes that the spectators are like Gibson, fluent in the language of The Simpsons, even if we haven't encountered it in twenty years, or at all. The truth carried within culture is more diffuse and collective than the mere material reality of an individual text.
So the "Cape Feare" episode functions as a bardic solace in this first act, a retreat into the nostalgic connection of collective storytelling by those who feel alienated, isolated, and vulnerable. But it is bardic in another sense: This storytelling gravitates to The Simpsons in the same way that ancient scops and bards invoked the muse and gave voice to epic. The show's retelling is encyclopedic as a form and archival as a social ritual. If The Iliad and The Odyssey contain the diverse fields of theology, genealogy, animal husbandry, politics, rhetoric, blacksmithing, and seafaring, embroidered and perpetuated by generations of tellers, then The Simpsons weaves a similar fabric of cultural references into an encyclopedic half hour. "Cape Feare" parodies a film that is a remake of a classic based itself on a novel. Within this hall-of-mirrors of retelling, it makes reference to The Night of the Hunter (with its infamous knuckle tattoos of "LOVE" and "HATE" struggling against each other) and HMS Pinafore, which Bart snookers Sideshow Bob into performing before he murders the boy. Like Gibson and his visceral second-hand knowledge of The Simpsons, you needn't have first-hand knowledge of the array of texts the episode contains in the cloud of allusion. They are in the air, and we inhale them with each breath. You need never have seen a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta staged to understand the role it plays in this episode, or in our broader cultural conversation.
If, in the first act, the memorial reconstruction of this episode serves as both consolation and preservation (connection and archive), in the second act it has developed a new contribution to apocalyptic survival. Seven years after the fall of the power plants, nostalgic need has been fully commodified. Troupes of performers are now paid, we learn, to perform fading episodes from the show; this is an economic structure through which hope and nostalgia are exchanged. The troupes battle (often violently) to get their hands on the most accurate and complete scripts of their chosen shows, and they intersperse them with what many suspect is the most popular part of their performances: the commercials, evoking a world of safety and luxury (Chablis and bubble baths), of sense memories vivid and evanescent. Only those troupes with the most varied and popular portfolio will survive. Indeed, the play is as concerned with the evanescence of cultural forms as with their survival, and this is why it chooses theatricality-ever repeating, ever changing-as its post-apocalyptic form.
In culture industry and the commodification of leisure. Homer yields to the Shakespearean sharing company, and the encyclopedic oral archive to the theatrical repertory. "And in tracing a story's hold on the imaginations of different generations, the play is likely to make you think back-way back-to narratives that survive today from millenniums ago," Ben Brantley wrote in a review that guaranteed the play's New York success, quipping, "Every age, it seems, has its Homers."
By the third and final act, after a leap of seventy-five years into the future, this commodified repertory has become a fully ritualized theatre in which its previous purposes have attained a religious level of abstraction. Here we find the texts of the previous acts subsumed into a masque of sacrifice and slaughter that stages the violence inflicted on civilization generations before by Mr. Burns, a villainous electrical mogul. Strains of contemporary (to us) pop songs, the Simpsons theme, Itchy and Scratchy the murderous cartoons, and Gilbert and Sullivan modulate into murderous high opera. This is an allegorical struggle between the Everyman Simpsons and the forces of greed and aggression, between the hand of good and that of evil, with catchphrases and lists of the missing from earlier acts fused together into incantations, long after their denotative meaning has been stripped from them. "An equivalent that we came up with was Oberammergau," Mike Henry, the musical director of the Almeida staging, said by way of description of this third act, "the idea that something ceremonial would happen once every couple of years there that would bring people around to put on this culturally fundamental process that everyone can have some kind of cathartic benefit from and it wouldn't be for material gains (as in act two)" ("Almeida Talkback"). If the first two parts of the triptych were the performative genres of encyclopedic epic and Renaissance repertory, this is masked tragedy as ritual theatre, complete with a singing chorus of damned Springfield shades. Although Bart finally triumphs over a Mr. Burns who very closely resembles Sideshow Bob, the villain leaves us with a familiar promise: "I don't go away I'm here for / a hundred years I'm here for a thousand / years a hundred thousand a million I / will be here Bart Simpson for Forever" (Mr. Burns 94). And, indeed, as Bart sings of the undying quality of love and memory, his song forming the ritual that enacts his words, fairy lights illuminate shakily, miraculously, around the stage. But when the curtain pulls back, it is Mr. Burns who fuels them, "frantically pedaling" on a jury-rigged bicycle, in the endless power struggle between good and evil. Thus, Washburn is tracing not simply the historical process that produces high culture out of low (the Immortal Bard out of the upstart groundling-baiting crow), but more richly the way in which cultural texts can survive their own deaths, or rather the death of their form. What happens when cultural texts (their characters, symbols, melodies, catchphrases) are divorced from their originals by technological extinction? The answer is that they survive in new narrative and cultural forms that are imbrications of old, remembered, re-membered texts, their ritual truths severed from the factual exactness of their beginnings. All cultural texts are filled with these imbrications and intertextualities, like ancient tragedy absorbing the dithyramb, like The Simpsons absorbing The Night of the Hunter, Cape Fear, and HMS Pinafore. The technological death of their original form leaves them less like vestigial organs in these new cultural bodies than like a sort of vanished twin, genetically present and seamlessly assimilated, another I within the porous boundaries of the self.
